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A New Ukrainian Ambassador flying high with Gemar 

Gemar is a world-leader of balloon manufacturing and balloon art, those who are drawn to 

us share our love, passion and childhood excitement of balloons.  

 

Our ambassadors take great joy in sharing their love of balloons with the world and so we 

would like to take this opportunity to introduce our new Ukrainian Ambassador, Veronika 

Golubeva. 

 

After working with Aerodesign for more than a decade, Veronika leant a great deal from the 

world-famous masters there. Her organisational skills have proven to be phenomenal as she 

organised the international festival of Aerodesign in Ukraine ODESSA BALLOON FEST, which 

culminated in a parade of Humorina, a spectacular display of creative innovation.  

 
Proving that people and connection is as important to her as balloon art, Veronika is the 
founder of the largest chat forum for communication of aerodesigns in Ukraine. This 
specially connected community is made up of nearly 800 enthusiasts. 
 
Her business, Veronika Present, manufacturers special equipment and accessories for aero 
design. Her company is able to organise complex holidays and events for her customers 
and embraces the joy of balloons at these events whenever possible.  
 
We are very proud to have Veronika on our team and in our family. We look forward to 
lifting the moment together.  
 
About Gemar Balloons 

Gemar Balloons is the largest manufacturer of natural rubber latex balloons in 

Europe. Located in Casalvieri, a small town the heart of Italy, we continue to lead the 

way in balloon development, inspiring the people who buy our products with new 
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ways to add a touch of magic to every occasion. We're dedicated to tradition, 

innovation and creativity, and are committed to making sure that our products are as 

sustainable as possible throughout their lifecycle. Today, we produce millions of 

balloons every day in more than 100 different shapes, sizes and colours... all made in 

Italy with passion and pride. 
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